Introduction
Goodman and Kotz (1973) introduced the family of the multivariate 8-generalized normal distributions and derived its basic properties. In the present paper, a definition of the matrix variate ^-generalized normal distribution is proposed. These distributions are very useful in robustness studies. It is shown that for matrices with one column, this definition is equivalent to the definition of the multivariate ^-generalized normal distribution. On the other hand, the matrix variate normal distribution is also a special case of this family of distributions. Properties of the matrix variate ^-generalized normal distribution are also studied.
In this paper, the following notations will be used. Let A be a p x n matrix; then Ay denotes the (/', j)th element of A , i = 1, ... , p , j = 1, ... , n . Let B he a p x p nonsingular matrix; then Byx denotes the (i, j)th element of B~x, i, j = I, ... , p . Let the columns of matrix A (p x n) be denoted by A^ , /' = 1, ... , n ; then (see Gupta and Varga, 1993) A& vec(^4) = \a'w) 2. Basic results Definition 2.1. For 6 > 0, X = (Xjj), i, j = 1, ... , n, has a matrix variate standard 8-generalized normal distribution if the X,/s are independent identically distributed random variables with probability density function Definition 2.2. For 6 > 0, Y : p x n is said to have a matrix variate 0-generalized normal distribution if Y can be written as Y = AXB + M where X is a standard 0-generalized normal random matrix, A : p x p , B : n x n, and M : p x n are constant matrices, with A and B being nonsingular. The distribution of Y is denoted by NPi"(M, A, B, 8).
For n = 1, we get the multivariate 8-generalized normal distribution as defined by Goodman and Kotz (1973) . Furthermore the case n =p = 1 reduces to the Laplace density for 8 = 1, and the normal density for 8 = 2. It approaches the uniform density as 8 -> oc , and an improper uniform one over the real line as 0 -► 0. The probability density function of a matrix variate 0-generalized normal distribution is given in the following theorem. In multivariate analysis, the normal distribution plays a central role. By definition, the p x n random matrix Y is said to have a matrix variate normal distribution if its probability density function is
where _: pxp and <P : n x n are positive definite matrices, and M is a p x n matrix. We denote this by Y ~ NP,"(M, X <8> <J>), e.g. see Gupta and Varga (1992) . It is an important fact that the class of matrix variate 0-generalized normal distributions contains the matrix variate normal distribution as a special case. We can state this result more precisely in the following remark.
Remark 2.1. NPt"(M, A, B, 2) = Np,n(M, \(AA') ® (B1'£)).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Prooj. The sufficiency of the conditions is obvious. To prove the necessity of the conditions assume that NpHii{vec{M'),A®B ',l,6) and Npn,x(vec(M*'), A* ® B*', 1, 0) define the same distribution. Since the first distribution is symmetric about vec(Af') and the second one about vec(Af*'), we must have M = M*.
(a) If 0 = 2, we get
Hence there exists c2 > 0 such that A*A" = c2AA' and B*'B* = \B'B.
c1
But then we can find G : p x p and H : n x n orthogonal matrices such that A* = cAG and B* = X-HB (see Muirhead (1982) ). 
Characterization results
The first theorem in this section shows that matrix variate 0-generalized normal distribution has maximal entropy in a certain class of distributions. It is an extension of Theorem 10 of Goodman and Kotz (1973) . given by (3.3). □
For characterizing matrix variate 0-generalized normal distributions which are invariant under certain transformations, we need the following lemma. Before we state the lemma we define the sets 3° = {P : P is a p x p permutation matrix}, 3? = {P : P is a p x p signed permutation matrix}, & = {G : G is a p x p orthogonal matrix}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2. Assume that if P'k, £) £ %, then A(k, £) ± ±A^ but on the other hand there exist P'k, £), P(r, s) £%, P(k,£) ^ P(r,s), such that A(k, £) = _A(r, s). Fix k, £ , r, and 5. Then it is easy to see that A(k, £) / A(r, s). If A(k, £) = -A(r, s), then either {k, £}f){r, s} = 0 or {k, £}n{r, s} consists of one element. If {k, £} n {r, s) / 0, e.g. k = r, then A(k, £) = -A(r, s) implies that A(X) = 0 which is impossible since A^ should contain at least two different elements.
If {k, £} n {r, s} = 0, then A(k, £) = -A(r,s) implies that AiX = 0 if /' £ {k, £, r, s}. Moreover, if p = 4, then \Akx\ = \ArX\ must hold because otherwise considering A(i, j) where i £ {k, £}, j £ {r, s} we would find 4 additional columns of A besides A(X\ which is impossible. If \Akx\ = \Ari\, we obtain (iii). If p > 5, then considering A(i, j) where /' e {k, £, r, s} and j: & {k, t, r, s} we see that A must contain at least 4(p -4) additional columns. But 1 + 1 4-4(p -4) > p if p > 5 and A has p columns which is a contradiction.
3. Assume that if P(k, £) £ %, then A'k, £) / =b4(1); moreover, if P(r, s) £ % also holds and P(k, £) ^ P'r, s), then A(k, £) # ±A(r, s). But that means that each P(k, £) £ % will correspond to a different column of A :
A(k,£). Now V has £ = PilP-P>)+to<P-n)+-+Pk<p-Pk) elements and it can be seen that 1 + £ > p where equality holds if and only if fc = 2 and px = 1 or pk = 1.
So A^ must contain p -1 equal elements and one which is different from the others, say Akx . Then considering A(k, i), i ^ k , shows that A must have the structure (i).
(b) The result for A nonsingular follows if we consider that the determinant of the matrix S is 0 in (ii), (iv), and (vi), (b -a)p~x(b + (p -l)a), in (i), -16fl3ft in (iii) and 2ab in (v). □ Now, we can prove the characterization result.
Theorem 3.2. Let X ~ Np<n(M, A, B, 0), p > 2, 0^2. Then (a) jor every P £ 3d , PX w X; that is, PX and X are identically distributed ij the rows oj M are identical and A = SU where U £ 32 and S has the structure described by (3.6), (3.7), or (3.8);
(b) jor every R£32, RX « X ij M = 0 and A = SU where (b^O iji = j, or (3.10) S=(-a a) wherea*0ifP = 2>
(c) jor every G £ &, GX « X is impossible; that is, X cannot be lefitinvariant.
